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A family, I, of finite sets is said to be finite matching extendable (f.m.e) if, for 
every finite matching &’ E I and every vertex zc E U&\CJ&, there is EE 6 such that 
XE E and En U.//A = @. It is shown that, if a matroid is f.m.e., then it has a perfect 
matching. This generalizes a well-known theorem of Nash-Williams which states 
that the edges of a graph can be covered by edge-disjoint circuits if every finite set 
of edges can be so covered. '0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A matching in a family of sets d is a subfamily ,ti c Q whose members 
are pairwise disjoint. We say that 8 is matchable, or has a perfect matching, 
if there is a matching ,&’ c 6 such that U&Z = U8. The family d is said to 
be finiie[y matchable (f.m.) if for every finite set FE U&, there is a matching 
,&? c & which covers F (i.e., Fc_ UA’). 
A well-known theorem of Nash-Williams [3] asserts that the edges of a 
graph may be covered by edge-disjoint circuits provided every finite set of 
the edges may be so covered. Thus, in our terminology, if & is the set of cir- 
cuits of a graph (the elements of a member E E 6 are the edges comprising 
E), then d is matchable iff B is finitely matchable. Sabidussi [S] asked if 
this compactness result of Nash-Williams is true for arbitrary matroids. In 
other words, if 8 is the set of circuits (minimal dependent sets) in a 
matroid, does finite matchability imply matchability. Unfortunately this is 
not the case and we give a simple example (Example 3.2) to illustrate this. 
However, Polat [4] showed that the Nash-Williams result does extend to 
arbitrary binary matroids. 
In this paper we consider another linitary condition which is stronger 
than finite matchability. We say that 6’ is finite matching e.xtendable (f.m.e.) 
if for every finite matching ,&’ c 6 and every vertex x E u& \UJfl, there is 
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EE 8 such that x E E and E is disjoint from UJ&‘; in other words, the 
matching J&’ can be extended to a matching which covers X. The main 
result of this paper is the following compactness theorem. 
THEOREM 1. A matroid is matchable if it is Jm.e. 
It is easy to construct examples of matroids which are matchable but not 
f.m.e. (Example 4.2). However, for binary matroids the conditions f.m. and 
f.m.e. are equivalent (Lemma 3.1), so the above theorem is a generalization 
of the results of Nash-Williams [3] and Polat [4]. 
We actually prove a more general result than Theorem 1 (Theorem 4.1). 
Our proof, which is self contained, uses some of the basic ideas from [3] 
and [4], but the rather complicated and clever technique developed by 
Nash-Williams [3] (and successfully applied in [4]) fails to work here. 
Our method of proof instead employs very general compactness techniques 
of the kind first used by Shelah [6]. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We use standard set-theoretical notation. In particular, if K is a cardinal 
IZ+ is the successor cardinal of K, and cf(lc) denotes the colinality of K. Also, 
if A is any set, then [A]” (resp. [A]‘“, [A]““) denotes the set of all sub- 
sets of A of cardinality K (resp. <K, 6~). 
Throughout & denotes a family of finite, non-empty sets, and we put 
V= UC!?. We call the elements of V the vertices of 8. If SC I’, then the 
restriction of 8 to S is B r S = & n .9(S); and we define 8 \S = & r ( V\S). A 
set S c V is covered by b’s d if S G UC?‘. We denote by c$,~,, the subset of 
all minimal (under E ) members of &. 
A family of sets 9 is called a d-system if there is a set KC UY such that 
F, n Fz = K for every pair of distinct members of 9; we call K the kernel of 
the d-system. 
Let & be a family of finite, non-empty sets, V= UC?. For any infinite car- 
dinal K we denote by &(K) the set of all FE [V] ‘“\{ @} such that F is the 
kernel of some d-system 8” G & of cardinality 16’1 3 K. We also define 
(g<x> = (&“&T(K)) In,“. Finally, we define an equivalence relation R(K) on V 
so that (x, y) E R(K) if and only if either x = y or there is a finite sequence 
Ao,A1,..., A, of elements of ~5’~~) such that XEA,, YEA, and 
AinAi+,#@ for O<i<n. A subset SCV is closed under R(K) if 
s= U{ CxlR(K): x E S}, where [x] R(K) is the equivalence class of R(x) 
containing x. 
LEMMA 2.1 [4, 4.31. Zf ti = cf(~) > w, then 1 [x] RCKjI < K fOl' each .Y E V. 
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Proof It is enough to observe that the valency of each vertex in the 
hypergraph ~9 = (I’, CC(“)) is less than K, since this implies that each con- 
nected component of X has cardinality less than K. Suppose for contradic- 
tion that XE V belongs to K members of G(“>. Then there is F’E [ V](O> 
such that x E F and F is the kernel of some A-system, F-, of size K in 6CCK). 
But then F is the kernel of a d-system 6’ of size K in 8, and this contradicts 
the fact that the members of 9 are minimal members of d u 8(K). 1 
If K is an infinite cardinal, we say that the set system 6 has property 
Q(ti) if, for every EEL and each XE E, there is FfB(“) such that 
XE FL E. Also, we set P(&, K) = {A G V: ~9(~+‘n Y(A) E (8 r A)‘“‘}. 
LEMMA 2.2. If B isfm.e. and has property Q(K+) and if A E P(8, K) is 
closed under R( K + ), then 6 r A is fm.e. and A = U(6’ f A). 
Proof Let ,4’ be a finite matching in & r A and let x E A\UJH. Since Q 
is f.m.e. there is EE & such that x E E and E is disjoint from UJ?. By 
assumption, there is FE&(~+) such that x E F c E. Also, since A is closed 
under R(K+) we have that FE A. If FE&, we are done. If not, then 
FE cV+) and therefore FE (& r A)‘“? Since lJ& is finite, Fn lJ&!‘= @ and 
F is the kernel of a d-system of size K in & r A, it follows that there is 
E,E&’ rA such that FcE, and E,nUJZ=@. 1 
The following lemma provides a key step in our proof of the main result. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let K be an infinite cardinal and let A, A, E [V] GK (a < K). 
Then there is a set BE [V] GK such that (i) B is closed under R(,?+) for every 
infinite cardinal /z d K, (ii) A E B and (iii) B\A, E ~?(a, u) for LX < K and u an 
infinite cardinal such that iA,\ < u < tc. 
Proof Put B, = A. Let n < o and suppose that we have already defined 
B,E[V]‘~. For a<~ and IA,Idp<ti put ~(~(,11)=~‘~~)n[B,\A.]‘~. 
For each FE F(cx, ,u), there is a A-system &‘(cI, p, F) c & with cardinality p 
and kernel F such that each member of &(a, p, F) is disjoint from A,. Put 
u U( U&a, ,u, F): u < K, iA,1 d u < tc, FgQ(a, ,u)}. 
Note that, since the members of 8 are finite and 1 [B,\A,] -cw/ < JC(C( < K), it 
follows from Lemma 2.1 that lB, + II < K. The set B = U, <o B, has the 
desired properties. 1 
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3. MATROIDS 
Recall that a matroid (or cycle system of finite type) on a set V is a 
family G c [V] <w such that V = U6, d = &mmin a d the following exchange 
axiom is satisfied: 
(*) for A, BE&, ~EA\B and y6AnB, there is CEQ such that 
x~CcAuB\{y}. 
A matroid d is said to be binary if Q* = {WA? : A? is a finite matching of 
B} is closed u n d er symmetric differences. For example, the circuits in a 
graph form a binary matroid. 
Clearly, for any set system Q, f.m.e. =+ f.m. In fact, if d is f.m.e. then & is 
countably matchable, i.e., for any countable set A c V, there is a matching 
A! c & such that A E u &l!‘. 
LEMMA 3.1. For binary matroids, f.m.e. of.m. 
Proof: Suppose the binary matroid 8 is f.m. Let A’ be a finite matching 
in 6 and let x E V\U&‘. By assumption, there is a finite matching AX’ G 8 
such that {x} u UA? c UJ&“. Since & is binary, UA!“ + U&l = 
UJ&?‘\UJH E b*. Hence there is E E d such that x E E and En U&4 = @. 1 
The following example shows that, for matroids, finite matchability does 
not even imply countable matchability (in fact, <k--matchability does not 
imply K-matchability). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let {A??: II < o} be a family of pairwise disjoint sets each 
of cardinality three, and let V = {a} u U, < ,A,, where a 6 U, < (u A,, Con- 
sider the matroid ~=Un~w~(a)uA,]3uUmcn~w(~uy:~~[A~]2, 
YE [A,]‘). It is easily seen that 8 is Em. But 8 has no perfect matching, 
for if A? E & is a matching and a E EE A, then E G {a} u A,, for some 
n <w and the singleton A,\E cannot be included in UA?‘. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Let K be an infinite cardinal and let 8 be a matroid. Then 
& u g(K) satisfies the exchange axiom (*). 
Proof Let A, BE&U&(~), XEA\B, y~An B. We have to show that 
there is CE d u G(‘) such that x E Cc A u B\{ y}. 
We may assume that there are d-systems gA, o?‘~ E Q having, respectively, 
kernels A, B and such that 1 &A /, I&B1 are either 1 of K. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that E, n B = E, n A = A n B for all E, E &A and 
E,E&~. For E, E &A and EZ~ &8, there is F(E,, E2) E 8 such that 
I E F(E,, E2) GE, u E,\(y)-. If F(E,, E2) c A u B for some E, E 8,. and 
J%E&BB, then we are done. If not, then I&A u &Bl = K and there is 
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C E A v B\{ p} such that x E C and C is the kernel of a d-system of size K 
in 8. m 
COROLLARY 3.4. If & is a matroid and XE E E & v &T(K), then there is 
FE 8(X> such that x E FG E. 
ProoJ: Let F be a minimal member of Q u 8(K) with the property that 
I E Fc E. Suppose Fq! d (K). Then there is BE &7(K) such that B G F. By the 
minimality of F, it follows that x$ B. It follows from the lemma that, if 
b E B, then there is F, E G u G’“’ such that x E F, c F\ { 6). But this con- 
tradicts the minimality of F. Hence FE&<“). 1 
COROLLARY 3.5. If B is a matroid on V, then so also is g(K) for any 
infinite cardinal K. 
COROLLARY 3.6. A matroid has property Q(K) for every K 3 w. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
We need the following stronger condition than Q. We will say that the 
set system 8 has property X if: for every subset A G V, the system 6 i’ A 
has property Q(ti + ) for every infinite cardinal K such that K + d 1 Al. Since 
the property of being a matroid is hereditary (i.e., if A E V, then & r A 
satisfies (*) if & does), it follows from Corollary 3.6 that a matroid has 
property X. Theorem 1 is thus a special case of 
THEOREM 4.1. If a family of finite sets, 8, has property X and is f.m.e., 
then B has a perfect matching. 
Note that the condition f.m.e. is only sufficient for matchability, it is not 
necessary. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let V= A u o, where /Al = 4 and A n o = @, and let 
6 = [Al3 u [o]‘u {XE [ V13: IXn Al = 2). It is easy to check that 8 is a 
matroid (and so d E 2”) which has a perfect matching, but it is not f.m.e. 
since {B} is not extendable if BE [A]“. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof is by induction on the cardinality of 
V = U8. If I VI < o, the result is trivial since (as we already observed in the 
remark preceeding Lemma 3.1) if & is f.m.e. then it is countably matchable 
(in this case, the condition 8 E 2 is satisfied vacuously). Now assume 
/V/I > o. There are three cases. 
Case 1. I VI = K + is a successor cardinal. 
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By Lemma 2.3 we can construct sets B,(x < K+) such that 
(i) Bp~B,(fl<a<rc+), jB,l=rc and V=U(B,:ix<k-+), 
(ii) B, is closed under R(K+) (a<~+), 
(iii) A, = B,\~,G P(&, K), where g, = U{B,: p < ci} (@<K+). 
Since each BB is closed under R(K+) for p < CI (< ti+), it follows that b, 
and A, = B,\B, are also closed under R(K + ). Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, 
B r A, is f.m.e. and A,= U(b 1 A,). Also, since the property 2 is 
hereditary, it follows from the induction hypothesis that there is a matching 
J?~ of Q such that A, = UJ&‘~. Then J?’ = U(J?‘~: x < K+ } is a perfect 
matching of 8. 
Case 2. / VI = K is an uncountable regular hit cardinal. 
In this case we use Lemma 2.3 to construct an increasing closed sequence 
of sets B, (acti) such that (i) B,=@ and lBal=w, (l<a<~), 
V= U{B,:a<ti), (ii) BatI is closed under R(ol, + , ) for fi < CI + 1 < K and 
(iii) B,+I\BOEP(&,o,) for p< Y<a+ 1 <K. 
Let S = {a < K: B, is closed under R(o,, + ,) for all /? 6 IX}. Thus every 
successor ordinal belongs to S by (ii). If CI E K\S, then, by definition of S, 
there are /I(x) <a and F, E &(wp(Z)+l) such that F, n B, # @ and F,\B, # 0. 
Also, since c( is a limit ordinal and B, = U{B,: Y< a}, there is Y(a) < c1 
such that F, n B, = F, n BYca,. Suppose ti\S is stationary in K. Then there 
is S’E [~\S]~such that Y(U)= Yfor all a~&“. Also, since I[B,,]‘“I =wy, 
we may assume that F, n B, = F for every a E S’. Moreover, since the F, 
are finite, we may assume further that the sets F,\B, (CI E S’) are pairwise 
disjoint, i.e., the sets Fe (a ES’) form a d-system of size K with kernel F. 
Choose cx,, E S’ so that p = @(aO) = min(p(cr): CI e s’ 1. Since, for o! E S’, F, is 
either a member of &Fmm,, or is the kernel of a d-system in 8 of size wiR+ 1, it 
follows that F is also the kernel of a d-system in 8 of size We + 1. But this 
contradicts the fact that F, is a minimal member of d u &(Op+l). It follows 
that rc\S is non-stationary in K. 
Since K\S is non-stationary, there is a closed cofinal subset C of K such 
that CCS. Let C={Y,:v<rc}, where 0= YO< Y,< .... Put 
A, =Br,,+,\Br,, ( v < K). Then V= U{A,.: v < K} since C is closed and the 
sequence B, (x < ti) is closed, and V=lT(B,:cc<~j. Since A,,= 
U{B,+,\B,%: Y,<cr< Y,+,> (v<K), and since B,+,\B,~,EP(~,~,J by 
(iii), it follows that A, E P(8, w,“) (v < ti). Also, since Y, and Y, + , belong 
to S, both Brv and ByI,+, are closed under R(o,“+ ,), and therefore so also 
is A,. It now follows by Lemma 2.2 that A, = U(8 r A,,) and d r A, is f.m.e. 
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis (since 8 r A, E %‘), there is a perfect 
matching J& of 6 r A, (v < K) and then .JZ = U{LdzT,,: v < K} is a perfect 
matching of 8. 
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Case 3. ( VI = ti is a singular cardinal. 
The proof for this part of theorem resembles the proof for the singular 
case of the “marriage theorem” of Aharoni et al. [ 11, this type of proof was 
first used by Shelah in [6]. 
Let K, (v < cfrc)) be a closed strictly increasing sequence of cardinals 
colinal in K. We assume ICY > cf(ti). We may write V = U{At : v < c-f(K)}, 
where A~EA~_c ... _cAf~ .. . and IA:/ = K,. We shall define by translinite 
induction subsets A; G V for II <o and v< cf(ti) such that (AZ1 = K,, 
AtcA;z .‘. EA:G ... and A;;sA;c ... _ y- CAIIC . . . 
Let IZ > 0 and v0 < c~(Jc), and suppose that we have already defined the 
sets A;-’ for v<cf(~) and A; for 1, <v,. We have to define Azo. First, for 
each v < cf(lc), let (XT,; ’ : p < K,} be any well-ordering of the elements of 
A;-’ in type K,. Put 
Et0 = Atop’ u U(A;: v < vO> u (.x;,;‘: v0 < v < cf(~) and p < K,,~}. 
Now define a set CtO as follows. If v0 is a limit ordinal, we simply put 
C;O = B+rO. Suppose v0 = vi + 1 is a successor ordinal. For every 
FE b+,l) n [B;o\A;,] cm choose a A-system, &(F) c&, with kernel F and 
having cardinality I&(F)1 = KY: and put 
C,:,=B;p U{U~(F):FE&‘“:I’~ [B;o\A;,]‘“}. 
Finally, we set 
A&= u {U[x],(,;,: EC;,,}. 
” < Y” 
Thus A;O-l~B$cC;O~A;Oand IA;oi= K,,, by Lemma 2.1. This defines the 
A; for n < o and v < c$(K), and we put 
A,= U{A;:n<o}. 
It is clear from the definitions that IA,1 = K, (v<cf(~)) and 
A, E A, c ... c A, c . . . We claim that the increasing sequence of sets 
(A,,: v < cf(~)) is actually closed. To see this, suppose that v0 is a limit 
ordinal and that x E A,,. Then XEA;,, for some n <o and so x=x& for 
some p < tivO. Since ~~~=~{ti,:v<v~), there is some vl<vO such that 
P <K”, and hence XEE;,+‘LA;,+‘GA,,. Thus A,,,=U(A,:v<v,). It 
follows that V = U{ V,, : v < c-f(~)}, where V, = A,, ,\A,. 
By construction, the set A; is closed under R(ti;) for p < v < cf(ti) and 
n < o. Thus A, is also closed under R(K,+) for p d v < cf(rc). It follows that 
V, is closed under R(K:) (v < C-~(K). We claim also that V,EP(~, K,). 
Indeed, if FE &(K:) n [V,] <m, then I;& B:+l\Ay for some n < w. Now, by 
the definition of C;, i, F is the kernel of a A-system a(F) G d r C,; 1 of size 
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I&(F)1 = K,+. Since IA,1 = K, and Fn A,, = a, it follows that F is also the 
kernel of a d-system in d r I’, of size K,+. 
Since V,,EP(&, k-“) and I/, is closed under R(ti,+) (v < cf(lc)), it follows 
from Lemma 2.2 that V, = U(8 1 V,) and & r I’/, is Em.e. By the hereditary 
nature of X, we have d r I’/, E X and so, by the induction hypothesis, 
8 r V,, has a perfect matching ~4’” (v < c~(K)) and J.V = U(J&: v < cf(~)) is 
a perfect matching of 8. 1 
5. A FURTHER RESULT FOR MATROIDS 
The example, Example 3.2, that we gave of an Em. matroid that is not 
matchable is, in a certain sense, the simplest possible such example. In this 
section we shall prove 
THEOREM 5.1. Let & be a matroid on V such that &\SE [ V\S] G3 for 
some finite set SC V, Then 8 is matchable if and only if it is finitely 
matchable. 
We need some preliminary lemmas. 
A matroid 8 is connected if and only if the hypergraph (V, 8) is connec- 
ted, i.e., for any a, b E V there is a finite sequence E,, Ei,..., E, of members 
of 8 such that a E &,, b E E, and Ei n Ej+ i # @ (i < n). The following result 
is known and easily proved (see, e.g., [2, 6.83; 7, 5.21). 
LEMMA 5.2. For any pair of vertices a, b of a connected matroid 8, there 
is EEL such that {a, 6) c E. 
LEMMA 5.3. If S is a finite set of vertices of a connected matroid &, then 
&\S has only finitely many connected components. 
Proof. Suppose that 4 (i E I) are the connected components of &\S, 
and let Vi= U&Y.. For EEF, let I(E)= (iEI: En Vi#@}, and let &‘= 
{EE&: II(E)1 32). Then EnS#@ for all EEG’. Suppose for contradic- 
tion that I is infinite. By Lemma 5.2, it follows that there is an infinite A- 
system &I ~8’ with kernel Tc S such that Z(E,) nZ(E,) = @ whenever 
E, , E, are distinct members of gl. We may assume that T is a minimal ker- 
nel of an infinite A-system of this kind. Clearly T# @. Let t E T. For a pair 
of distinct members E,, E, of gl, there is E E d such that E G E, u E,\{ t}. 
In fact, EE 8’. It follows that there is an infinite d-system & c &’ with 
kernel T’ s T\{t > which also has the property that I(E) n Z(E’) = 0 for 
distinct members E, E’ of Gz. This contradicts the assumed minimality of T 
and hence Z is finite. 1 
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LEMMA 5.4. if 8 is a matroid and [ V\S]’ c 8((“> for some finite set 
S c V, then 8 is matchable if and only if d is f.m. 
ProoJ: Suppose & is finitely matchable. Then there is a finite matching 
J& G d such that S G UJ%‘. The hypothesis implies that &’ = & \ UA is f.m.e. 
and U&’ = V\Uk?. By Theorem 1, there is a perfect matching A’ of &’ and 
A#’ u AZ’ is a perfect matching of 8. 1 
The next two lemmas are special for matroids 8 satisfying 6 G [V] G3. 
LEMMA 5.5. If 8 is an infinite connected matroid and 6 G [V] ‘3, then 
G<“‘E [VI”‘. 
Proof: Suppose for contradiction that E = {x, y, Z> is a memeber of 
G?(~) of size IEl = 3. By Lemma 5.2 and since {x} $ B(“), there is some 
aE V\E such that {a, x} E &,I$:. By Corollary 3.5, there is E’E&<“> such 
that aE E’ c E u {a} \(x}. If E’ = {a, y}, then again by 3.5, there is 
E” c (x, y> such that E” E &(“‘) and this contradicts the fact that E is a 
minimal member of &<w>. Thus E’ # {a, y >, and similarly E’ # {a, z}. 
Therefore, E’ = {a, y, z} E &. Hence there is E, E & such that 
aEElcEuE’\{y}. S’ mce {a, x} # & and {a, Z} GE’, it follows that 
E, = {a, x, z}. Since E, $&(w) and &<O) E Q(o) (by 3.5 and 3.6), it follows 
that either (z} or {x, z} E&(~) (if {a, z} E&(~) this implies that {z} or 
{x, z> E cfcw>). H owever, this contradicts the fact that E is a minimal 
member of gcw>. Therefore E q! c?<~>. l 
LEMMA 5.6. If d is an infinite connected matroid and 6 L [V] ‘3, then 
there is a finite set SE V such that c?<~) = [S]‘u [V\S]‘. 
Proof: By Lemma 5.5, the matroid G(“> G [V] G2 and, therefore, the 
connected components of &(w) are either singletons or complete graphs. 
LetS=(xEV:(~}~&(~)}.ByLemma5.2,ifx,y~S,thereisEE~such 
that {x, y} c E. If E= (x, y}, then EE~(“‘. Suppose E= (x, y, z). Since 
&E Q(o), it follows that either (i) (x, y} E&‘<“) or (ii) both {x, Z} and 
( y, z} E OF’<“>. But (ii) implies (i). Thus, in any case, (x, y) E &‘<O’) and so 
S is the only non-trivial component of G?<~,. Moreover, since (x} $ 8(W) for 
x E S, it follows that S must be finite. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We may assume that 8 is connected and infinite 
and finitely matchable. By Lemma 5.3, &\S has only finitely many com- 
ponents. Let 4. (igIl) be the finite components and 4. (iE12) the infinite 
components of &\S. By Lemma 5.6, for each i E 1,, there is a finite set 
Si E U4. = Vi such that [ V,\S,]’ E &<w). Therefore, [ V\S’] ’ G c?<~>, 
where S’=SuU(U~,: iEIl}uU(S,:iEZ2} is finite, and hence 8 is 
matchable by Lemma 5.4. 1 
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